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1. INTRODUCTION 
Nernst and Planck proposed for the description of temporal evolution of density of ions in an 
electrolyte the following system of equations: 
u~ = V.  (Vu + uV~), A~ = -u ,  
with u denoting spatial density of ions and ~ denotes the electric potential generated by ions. In 
this model, it was assumed that  the electrolyte is at constant emperature. Here we propose to 
include into consideration the temperature T and to replace the above system by 
ut = V .  (~(T)W + uV~),  (1) 
( (u + p)T)t = V . (uVT + uTV(;), (2) 
A~ = -u ,  (a) 
where #(T) is a coefficient of diffusion depending on the temperature T and p is a positive 
constant. 
We are interested in the existence and uniqueness of stationary solutions of system (1)-(3). 
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2. PHYS ICAL  MOTIVAT IONS 
Assume a cloud of charged particles moves in a fluid confined to a container 12 C l:t 3. We 
consider a simplified, idealized situation when charge of particles is only of one sign. 
The motion of any of these particles can be split into two components: the first comes from 
thermal chaotic movement depending on the temperature T, the second is caused by the gradient 
of the electric potential and is of macroscopic character. 
Following [2], we assume that the macroscopic velocity of each particle is proportional to the 
gradient of the electric potential ~. This postulate contains ome implicit assumption upon the 
frictional forces of the ambient fluid. 
This assumption and the Fick Law allow us to derive the equation describing the evolution of 
the spatial density u(x, t) of particles. Namely, for a small neighbourhood w of any fixed point 
x E ~, we have the following balance of the total charge in w. 
u, ub- . = ( (T)Vu + uV ), 
where v is the unit exterior normal to 0~. 
This condition is satisfied for all w containing x, which gives us (1), with ~ being the electric 
potential derived from the Poisson equation (3). 
To describe the evolution of the temperature in ~ we assume that the density p of ambient 
fluid is constant. Hence, the heat in a domain w C ~ at the moment  is f~(u(x, t) + p)T(x, t) dx. 
One part of the flux of heat (fo~ aaT~ W~ J accross aw is connected with thermal movement and the 
other part (fo~ uT°o-~) with macroscopic flux of particles. In the considered model, we suppose 
that the coefficient of diffusion a is of the form a = u. For the sake of simplicity, we put all 
physical constants here and in the sequel equal to one. 
These assumptions lead to the following equation of balance of the total heat in w. 
((u + p)T)tdx =  u-5 v Jaw av = 
hence (2). 
Our system (1)-(3) is supplemented with initial conditions u(x, O) = so(x) and T(x, O) = To(x) 
where u0 (x) and To (x) are given functions. 
If the boundary of ~ is a grounded conductor of electricity we have 
= 0, on 0ft. (4) 
Moreover, the natural boundary conditions on u and T guaranteeing the conservation of the 
total charge of the particles and the total heat are 
#(T)~--~uv + u -~=0,  on 0~, 
OT 0~ 
u-~-~v +uT-~-~v = 0, on 0~. 
(5) 
(6) 
In our consideration, we did not include the mechanism of transformation f kinetic energy into 
heat what led to the omitting the additional term V~.  (aV~ + uV~) (see [2]) in equation (2). 
This problem will be undertaken i  a forthcoming paper. 
3. STAT IONARY SOLUTIONS 
A stationary solution (u, T, ~) to (1)-(6) with a given total charge M and total heat E satisfies 
the system 
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V.  (#(T)Vu + uV~) = 0, (7) 
v . (uVT  + uTV~)  = O, (8) 
A~ = -~,  (9) 
nu = M, (10) 
n(u + p)T E, (11) 
with the boundary data (4)-(6). 
From the physical point of view only positive solutions u and T are admissible. 
We begin with replacing equation (8) by a more convenient one. Due to the identity VT + 
TV~ = e-~V(Te  ~) we may write (8) in the form V • (ue-~V(Te~)) = O. After multiplying by 
Te ~ and integrating (by parts) over f~ this gives us (due to (6)) fn ue-~lV(Te~°)l 2 = 0. Hence, 
if u > 0 in f~, T = Ce -~ with a constant C. 
Instead of assuming (11), which is rather inaccessible for a measurement we will prescribe 
constant emperature To on the boundary leading to 
T = Toe -~. (12) 
With the help of the auxiliary function 
~0 ~ 
= e(~)  = ( . (T0e-0)  -1 d~, 
equation (7) may be written as V .  (#(T)e-4V(ue¢)) = 0. Multiplying it by ue ~, integrating 
over f~ and making use of (5) we get ff~ #(T)e-¢lV(ue'~)l 2 = 0, hence u = Ce -¢~. Using (10), we 
get finally 
e-¢ 
u = M fa e_-----~, (13) 
which put into (9) together with (4) results in the following boundary value problem for ~:: 
A~p = -MeJn e------~' ~p = 0 on 0f~. (14) 
In this way, we have reduced the question of existence of stationary solutions of (1)-(3) to the 
nonlocal elliptic problem (14) for an unknown potential ~ completely describing both the density 
of particles and the temperature cf. (12),(13). 
We assume that f~ is a bounded domain in a 3 with the boundary 0f~ of class C 2+~ which 
guarantees the existence of the Green ~nct ion  G(x, y) corresponding to -A  and zero boundary 
data, satisfying the estimates 
a(x ,  y) < cLx - y1-1, I vxa(z ,  y)l < C Ix  - yl -~  (15) 
with some constant C, uniformly for x, y E f~ (see [3]). 
Using G we may transform (14) into the equivalent integral equation 
j~e  j~ 
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THEOREM. Let the total charge M > 0 and the boundary temperature To > 0 be given. If the 
coefficient of diffusion # = #(T) is a continuous, positive, nondecreasing function on (0, oo) such 
that limr-.0 #(T) log(- logT) > 2CpM/lf~[, where Cp is the constant in the Voincard Inequality 
for ~, then there exists a unique solution to the problem (14). 
PROOF. The proof of the existence of a solution of (14) will be based on the Leray-Schauder 
Theorem applied in the space C(~) of continuous functions on ~ with the supremum norm 
I~lc~ = supfl I~[" 
In order to use the Leray-Schauder Theorem, we introduce the family of integral equations 
A /a (161 
where L~(~) = fa e_------ ~ G(x, y)e -~(~(y)) dy, with 0 < A < M. 
As it easily follows from (15) and (16), {L~} is a continuous family of continuous and compact 
operators on C(~). Thus, it suffices to find a uniform c priori estimate for I~1oo to have all that 
is needed to apply the Leray-Sehauder Theorem. 
We will prove a priori estimate only for ~ := ~M. It is clearly seen from the arguments used 
in the proof that this estimate holds also for to~, A c [0, M]. 
It follows from (15) that fa G(x, y)dy < F for x E ~ with some constant F depending only 
on ~. If we note that both functions ~ and • are nonnegative on ~ we get at once for x E ~, 
0 <_ fa G(x, y)e -~(~(y)) dy <: F, as well as 
MF 
[~]oo _< fa e-~" (17) 
Therefore, the problem of estimation of I~lo~ has been reduced to finding a bound for fa e-~ 
from below or due to the Jensen Inequality 
1 
exp ( -  [-~[ ~ ~5) <:_ ~-~ ~ e -v (18) 
to estimate fa ~ from above. 
Now we have for a solution ~ of (14) 
( fa  ~5)2 _< ,~, ~ ~ 52 _< CpJfl[ fa (~5')2 IVy[2 (19) 
where the Poincar~ inequality, with constant Cp, has been used (which is allowed due to • = 0 
at 0~). 
In what follows, we will use the arguments similar to those presented earlier in [4]. Introduce 
the auxiliary function 
H(t) = lt2 f ~'[V~[ 2+ h(t), 
2 j~ 
where h(t) = Mlog fn e -t~. We have M(t) = -MKt  f~4)e -t¢, Kt = (f~ e-tV) -1, and 
h'(t)-h'(1)=J~I(Klfo@e-'-Ktfo~e-t') = l~_--_t~(~-t@)(Kle-'-Kte-t¢ ) 
and the last integral is negative, of. [4]. Therefore, H'(1) - H'(t) = (i - t) f~ ~'IV~ol ~ + h'(1) - 
h'(t) > O, that is H'(t) < H'(1). 
Now H'(1) = f~ ~'[Vqal 2 - MK1 ff~ qhe -~ = O, and to get this it suffices to multiply (14) 
by ~5 and integrate over ~. So we have H'(t) < O, for t ~ [0, 1]. Therefore, H(1) < H(0) or 
1/2 fa ¢'lV~l ~ + M log fa e-¢ -< M log [~[. 
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Due to the Jensen Inequality, we have - log(1/lftl) fn e -v  -< (1/If~l) fn ~ which, together with 
the preceding inequality gives us (1/2) fn ¢ ' l~ l  2 <- (M/Iftl) fn ¢. We have ~'  = 1/l~(Toe -~)  <_ 
1/#(~), where ~ = Toe -I~l~, therefore, applying (19) we have fn ~ <- 2CpM/#(~).  ttence, 
from (17) and (18), we get [~lc~ <- (Mr/Iftl) exp(2CpM/Ift l#(~)) which may be transformed to 
#(() log( - log~ + logT0) < (2CpM/]ftl) + #(~)log(Mr/]f~l) with 0 < ( _< To. If # satisfies our 
assumption the last inequality ields ~ > const which implies I~[~ <- const. 
To prove the uniqueness let ~i, i = 1, 2, satisfy 
-A~i  = MAie-V(~'), ~i = 0 on Oft, (20) 
with Ai = (ffl e -¢(~'(~)) dx) -1. We distinguish two cases: A1 = A2 = A and A1 ¢ A2. In the first 
case, we take the difference of two equations (20), multiply it by ~1 - ~2 and integrate over ft, 
which gives fa  IV(~ 1 - ~2)12 = MA ffl(e -~(~1) - e-~(~2))(~1 - ~2). The right-hand side of the 
last equation is nonpositive (t --~ e -¢(t) is a decreasing function), hence, V(q01 - ~2) = 0 which 
implies ~1 = ~2 in ft due to ~1 = ~2 on Oft. 
Now let A1 > A2. First, we show that ~1 > ~2 in ft. If not, there exists xo such that 
~1 (Xo) _< ~2 (xo) and -A(~I  - ~2) (xo) _< 0, whereas the difference of the right-hand side members 
of (20) at zo is positive, a contradiction. We now have ~ < ~ along 0fl which is a consequence 
of ~1 >_ ~2 and fo~ 0~10~ = foil 0_~0~, which results by integration (20) over ft. These two facts 
give us ~ = ~ on Oft. 
Thus, 
0 
~-~v (~1 - qD2) = 0, (21) 
at any boundary point. Theorem 10.2 in [5, Chapter IV, Section 19] applied to (20) guarantees 
that ~i E C2(~). 
From A1 > ),2 it follows that near the boundary A(~I  -~2)  < 0. Therefore, zero is the minimal 
value of ~1 - ~2 there. Due to Hopf's Lemma, ° (~1 - ~2) < 0, contrary to (21). 
REMARK. Note that in a major part of our considerations the special form of ~5 was not essential. 
Only the following properties of ~5 : ~(0) = 0 and 4 ~ > 0 have been used. Using ~5, the condition 
imposed upon # in the theorem could be replaced by limT_0(~Y(T)) -1 ln ( - lnT)  > 2CpM/[ft[. 
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